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CYBER SECURITY TIPS
THE BIG 7

The threat of theft of your data, money and identity has never been higher. The ‘bad guys’ are targeting 
people and businesses more effectively and in increasingly ingenious ways. That means that you
will never be entirely secure.  But by following these rules you can avoid 90% of problems:

        6.  Don’t give out personal information
The more the bad guys know about you the easier it is for them to scam you. Key pieces of information include your 
full name, contact details, date of birth, mother’s maiden name, national insurance number and, of course, financial 
information. Guard your personal information and be wary whenever you are asked for it.

        3.  Keep your devices up to date
The latest version of your software is the most secure. Keep an eye out for updates and apply them when prompted. 
If you have software that you don’t need then remove it from your device. AND don’t download apps or application 
unless you are happy they are legitimate. If in doubt look them up on Google before installing.
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        7.   Guard your Wi-Fi
When you are on the go there are lots of opportunities to connect to the Internet using the Wi-Fi provided by trains, 
hotels, coffee shops and airports. Although tempting it is usually safer to use your phone as a hotspot and tether 
your device. If you have to use these free networks, then remember the following:

  If there is no password, then the Wi-Fi network is not secure. Disconnect immediately

  Double check the Wi-Fi name with the establishment 

    It is preferable to choose the Wi-Fi network manually. Switch off auto-connect

        6.  Use multifactor authentication
Also known as two-factor authentication, this combines your usual log in details with ‘something you have’ such as 
a mobile phone, a security key or your fingerprint. If someone manages to steal or guess your password, they still 
won’t be able to log in. More and more websites offer this as an option and we’d recommend switching it on for all 
your key accounts – banking, email and social media.

        3.  Don’t use personal stuff at work
You don’t want to be the employee that caused the system breach at work. It’s embarrassing but that’s not the half 
of it. It’s also a threat to your job. Familiarise yourself with your company’s computer policy. Even then, however, 
avoid using your personal email, social media, USB sticks or mobile devices on the business network. 

        2.  Put a password, passcode or PIN lock on all mobile devices
A golden rule and although I feel that I shouldn’t need to tell people this I am still surprised to find that people 
switch this feature off. The password or PIN lock is the only defence you have if your mobile device is lost.

        1.  Don’t use someone else’s computer
Avoid Internet café computers (yes they still exist), but also the devices of your friends and family. Despite the own-
er’s assurances they don’t know whether their device is secure. Once you have typed your password into an unpro-
tected device you will never know whether it has been logged and sent off to a bad guy
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